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ABSTRACT

Structured RNAs such as ribozymes must fold into
specific 3D structures to carry out their biologi-
cal functions. While it is well-known that architec-
tural features such as flexible junctions between
helices help guide RNA tertiary folding, the mech-
anisms through which junctions influence folding
remain poorly understood. We combine computa-
tional modeling with single molecule Förster reso-
nance energy transfer (smFRET) and catalytic ac-
tivity measurements to investigate the influence of
junction design on the folding and function of the
hairpin ribozyme. Coarse-grained simulations of a
wide range of junction topologies indicate that dif-
ferences in sterics and connectivity, independent of
stacking, significantly affect tertiary folding and ap-
pear to largely explain previously observed varia-
tions in hairpin ribozyme stability. We further use
our simulations to identify stabilizing modifications
of non-optimal junction topologies, and experimen-
tally validate that a three-way junction variant of the
hairpin ribozyme can be stabilized by specific inser-
tion of a short single-stranded linker. Combined, our
multi-disciplinary study further reinforces that junc-
tion sterics and connectivity are important determi-
nants of RNA folding, and demonstrates the potential
of coarse-grained simulations as a tool for rationally
tuning and optimizing RNA folding and function.

INTRODUCTION

Helical junctions are ubiquitous architectural features of
nucleic acids. They can be classified into different groups

based on the number of helical arms and by the presence
of additional nucleotides at the branch point. A variety
of junctions, such as bulges, three-way and four-way junc-
tions (3WJ and 4WJ), connect constituent base-paired he-
lices (1–4). Many studies have demonstrated that such junc-
tions encode specific conformational preferences that can
exert a powerful influence on DNA and RNA tertiary fold-
ing and stability (1,5–7). Although this topic has been stud-
ied for decades, junction-induced inter-helical bending in
RNA is still not sufficiently understood for effective uti-
lization in rational RNA structure design. Here, we investi-
gate the contribution of junction topology (8) in the folding
and function of the model hairpin ribozyme using coarse-
grained simulations and single molecule fluorescence mi-
croscopy. These tools allow complementary prediction and
direct measurement, respectively, of the impact of junction-
induced inter-helical bends on folding, and lead us to test
their relevance to catalytic activity of the hairpin ribozyme.

The hairpin ribozyme is a small self-cleaving RNA en-
zyme found in the negative strand of tobacco ringspot virus
satellite RNA, where it is responsible for generating unit-
length circular satellite RNA (3,9–13). This naturally oc-
curring ribozyme is a classical model of a tertiary struc-
tured RNA, consisting of two primary structural elements:
a central conserved four-way junction (4WJ), and two in-
ternal loops (A and B) that form long-range tertiary inter-
actions to establish the active site (Figure 1) (14). Multi-
ple studies have dissected the role of this central junction
in hairpin ribozyme folding, and have shown that the nat-
ural 4WJ is the ideal topology for promoting fast, stable
‘docking’ of the A and B loops (6,15,16). By contrast, other
junction topologies, such as a 3WJ or 2WJs with bulges of
various sizes, render the ribozyme more amenable to gene
therapeutic applications against external substrates and in-
crease cleavage rate (due to more rapid product release) (17).
However, these alternative topologies exhibit significantly
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Figure 1. Junction topological constraints are key determinants of docking propensity. (A) The 4WJ (HHHH) hairpin ribozyme in its docked conformation
(catalytic core boxed), shown in its TOPRNA coarse-grained representation. The A and B loops used for RMSD calculations are colored orange and
green, respectively. (B) RMSD distribution of the A and B loops from their native docked conformation for three ribozyme variants, with the docking
probability (Pdock) highlighted as the area under the curve. (C) Depiction of the HS junction nomenclature using four example hairpin variants. (D) Docking
probabilities relative to HHHH of different junctions computed from TOPRNA simulations. Junctions of particular interest are colored. (E) Comparison
between ��Gdock computed from TOPRNA simulations and by prior bulk FRET experiments (6). ��Gdock values are computed relative to the HHHH
ribozyme variant. Bars are colored as in panel D. The experimental ��Gdock value for the HHS2H junction was computed as ��Gdock(HHS2H, HHH) +
��Gdock(HHH, HHHH), where ��Gdock(HHS2H, HHH) is the free energy difference between the HHS2H and HHH junctions measured by smFRET,
and ��Gdock(HHH, HHHH) is the previously measured difference (6).

reduced docking stabilities (��G = 4–8 kJ/mol) (6,15,18).
The folding stability of the 4WJ hairpin ribozyme variant
has been primarily attributed to favorable interhelical stack-
ing interactions formed by the 4WJ in the docked confor-
mation, with differences in folding entropy also playing a
potential role (19,20). Still, the driving forces through which
different junctions affect folding have remained poorly un-
derstood.

Recent work by us and others have emphasized the im-
portance of topological constraints posed by the steric and
connectivity properties of junctions in RNA tertiary fold-
ing (20–26). Studies of a variety of model systems, in-
cluding 2WJs and the 4WJ in tRNA, have shown that
these basic topological constraints strongly limit the set
of three-dimensional conformations accessible to an RNA
molecule. By using optimal junction topologies, natural
RNAs harness topological constraints to prevent forma-
tion of non-native tertiary contacts, and tune the entropic
cost of tertiary folding. Taken together, these prior studies
suggest that topological constraints may be an important
consideration for de novo structure design efforts. Unfor-
tunately, topological constraints are highly system depen-
dent, and their effects on folding––and particularly their
potential entropic consequences––are challenging to pre-
dict a priori. For this purpose, we previously developed
the TOPRNA coarse-grained molecular dynamics model,
which allows measuring how a pre-defined secondary struc-

ture constrains RNA tertiary folding. Enthalpic interac-
tions such as stacking (27), tertiary hydrogen bonding, and
electrostatics (28,29) are ignored, allowing TOPRNA to ef-
ficiently sample the range of topologically accessible ter-
tiary conformations. Conformations that are geometrically
strained and hence entropically disfavored are sampled with
lower probability. Thus, comparisons between simulations
of different RNA constructs allow identification of junc-
tions that entropically favor or disfavor a folded conforma-
tion. While the deliberate simplifications of the TOPRNA
model render it insensitive to nucleotide substitutions that,
for example, disrupt a tertiary interaction, previous work
has shown that TOPRNA can rationalize the observed ef-
fects of junction modifications on tertiary folding stability
(22–24).

In the current work, we apply coarse-grained simulations
and single molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (sm-
FRET) experiments to systematically explore the role of
junction topology in hairpin ribozyme folding. Our results
support that geometric accessibility of the folded confor-
mation plays a vital role in RNA folding and demonstrate
the utility of TOPRNA as a useful tool in RNA structure
design.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Junction nomenclature

We use the HS notation (30) to concisely abbreviate dif-
ferent junction topologies of the hairpin ribozyme (Fig-
ure 1C). The junction components are indicated as H (he-
lix), S (strand, or unpaired nucleotides), and C (a ‘cut’ or
break in junction connectivity), listed beginning with helix
A (containing loop A), and moving in the clockwise direc-
tion around the junction, ending with the connection be-
tween helix B (containing loop B) and helix A. Subscripts
are used to denote the nucleotide length of S components
(e.g. S2 corresponds to a two-nucleotide long single-strand).
In addition to exploring modifications of the junction, we
explored the effects of altering the number of base pairs sep-
arating loops A and B from the junction. In the canonical
hairpin ribozyme, helix A and helix B are four and five base
pairs long, respectively (in other words, four and five base
pairs separate loop A and loop B from the junction). We
use subscripts to indicate the number of base pairs that have
been added (e.g. H+1) or deleted (e.g. H–1) in helix A and/or
B with respect to the canonical reference (Figure 1C).

TOPRNA simulations

Simulations were run using the TOPRNA coarse-grained
model. TOPRNA models of the hairpin ribozyme were
built using the toprnaCreate.pl Perl utility (available from
http://brooks.chem.lsa.umich.edu). The ‘fromc’ flag in the
Perl script enforced the correct initial positions (PDB
ID 1M5K) (3) of the loop regions when generating the
molecule. Dihedral constraints (‘cons’ flags in the Perl
script) held the A and B loop regions in their native con-
formation so that no rearrangements of the loop regions
are required for docking. The sequence of each simulated
molecule is listed in Supplementary Table S1.

Each construct was simulated for 200 �s across 80 WEx-
plore (31) replicas at a temperature of 300 K. All simula-
tions were run using the CHARMM software (32). To de-
termine the docking probability, Pdock, we used the RMSD
of the sugar sites of loop regions A and B from the active
conformation (from the crystal structure, PDB ID 1M5K)
(3). We restricted calculation of the RMSD to the loop re-
gions since these loops form the active site in the docked
state and were identical across all simulations (maintaining
consistency of the order parameter among constructs). We
defined docked conformations as all states where RMSD
<5.5 Å. The relevant information obtained from Pdock is
whether one topology increases/decreases docking propen-
sity, and whether this increase/decrease is more or less dra-
matic than in other junction topologies. Repeating Pdock cal-
culations using larger RMSD cutoffs of 9 and 15 Å yielded
comparable conclusions, supporting that our predictions
did not depend on a parameter specific to the simulation
(not shown).

RNA purification and labeling

A three-piece hairpin ribozyme construct (with strands
RzA, RzB and non-cleavable substrate, NCS) was used to
assemble the three-way junction hairpin ribozyme. RzA:

Cy5-AAA UAG AGA AGC GAA CCA GAG AAA CAC
ACG CCA AA-C7-NH2; RzB: 5′-Biotin AUA UAU UUG
GCG UGG UAC AUU ACC UGG UAC GAG UUG
AC-3′; or RzBm: 5′-Biotin AUA UAU UUG GCG UGG
UAC AUU ACC UGG UUUAC GAG UUG AC-3′; NCS:
5′- GUC AAC UCG UUC GC (2′OMeA) GUC CUA
UUU-3′. The 2′-O-methyl-adenosine (2′OMeA) modifica-
tion at the cleavage site prevents cleavage during struc-
tural probing by smFRET; an unmodified A residue re-
placed this nucleotide for cleavage assays. RNAs were
purchased from the Keck Foundation Resource Labo-
ratory at the Yale University School of Medicine. The
2′-hydroxyl protection groups were deprotected following
the manufacturer’s protocol (http://medicine.yale.edu/keck/
oligo/services/protocols/RNA.aspx). The RNA was puri-
fied by denaturing gel electrophoresis (20% (w/v) poly-
acrylamide and 8 M urea). The RNAs were eluted us-
ing the crush-and-soak method overnight at 4◦C in 0.5 M
NaOAc (pH 5.3) and 0.1 mM EDTA, followed by chlo-
roform extraction, ethanol precipitation, and C18 reverse-
phase HPLC (buffer of 20% acetonitrile, 80% 100 mM
TEAA pH 7.0). The 3′-end C7 amino linker (C7-NH2) was
labeled with Cy3 succinimidyl-ester (GE Healthcare) in la-
beling buffer (0.1 M sodium carbonate, pH 8.5) overnight at
room temperature. This step was followed by ethanol pre-
cipitation and further C18 reverse-phase HPLC to remove
free dye (33). RNA concentrations were measured using a
NanoDrop and calculated after background subtraction.

Single molecule FRET

Single molecule experiments were performed according
to previously described protocols (34,35). The ribozyme
strands (RzA and RzB) were heated to 90◦C in standard
buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 12 mM MgCl2) for 45
seconds before cooling to room temperature over 15 min.
The annealed strands were diluted to 25–50 pM and immo-
bilized onto a fused silica slide through a biotin-streptavidin
interaction. Ribozyme assembly was completed by adding
400 nM NCS strand in standard buffer, with the 2′OMeA
modification at the cleavage site preventing cleavage. Ex-
periments were performed in standard buffer with an oxy-
gen scavenger system composed of 43 nM protocatechuate
dioxygenase, 4.3 mM protocatechuate and 4.3 mM Trolox
to reduce the photobleaching of the fluorophores. We ex-
cited the donor fluorophore (Cy3) using a home-built to-
tal internal reflection microscope with a green laser (532
nm, ∼12 mW at the slide). We separated emission from
the donor and acceptor using a dichroic mirror (Chroma
610DCXR), filtered them individually (Chroma HQ580–
60M and HQ655LP), and detected them as side-by-side im-
ages on an intensified CCD camera (I-Pentamax, Princeton
Instruments).

Single molecule data were processed and analyzed as pre-
viously described (34–36). Each trajectory was analyzed
using MATLAB codes to identify single molecules using
the following selection criteria: Molecules with stable fluo-
rescence emission, anti-correlated donor–acceptor emission
intensities and single step photobleaching were counted.
Apparent FRET was calculated from the intensities of the
donor divided by donor plus and acceptor fluorophore.
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Each selected FRET trajectory was binned into a FRET
histogram. Histograms of over 100 molecules were com-
bined and fitted with a sum of Gaussian functions using
Microcal Origin (36). The number of peaks in the histogram
characterizes the number of conformational states. The val-
ues of �Gdock were calculated by converting the FRET his-
tograms into values of �Gdock using the following equa-
tions:

Kd =
(

fraction docked
fraction undocked

)
; �Gd = − RT ln (Kd)

Kinetic information was calculated from single molecule
measurements by dwell time analysis of individual states.
Consistent with the aggregate histogram analysis, each
molecule’s trajectory showed a two-state system. Discrete
FRET states were determined through hidden Markov
modeling and dwell time histograms were constructed for
docking and undocking transitions (HMM). Previous sin-
gle molecule studies have shown that the hairpin ribozyme
exhibits heterogeneous docking and undocking kinetics
(34,35,37). Therefore, following these studies, docking and
undocking transitions were fit with a double-exponential
function using Microcal Origin:

y (t) = y0 + A1
(
1 − e−kfast∗t) + A2

(
1 − e−kslow∗t)

kfast and kslow represent apparent fast and slow rate con-
stants, respectively, for each transition, and A1 and A2 repre-
sent the total number of fast and slow transitions. To facili-
tate comparisons between different ribozyme architectures,
rather than simply use single-exponential fits, we report a
single kundock or kdock rate constant more rigorously calcu-
lated by taking the weighted average of kfast and kslow:

k = A1kfast + A2kslow

A1 + A2

Cleavage assays

Cleavage reactions were performed under single-turnover
conditions in standard buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 12
mM MgCl2) at room temperature. Ribozyme strands RzA
and RzB (for design HHH) or RzBm (for design HHS2H)
were heated at 90◦C for 45 seconds in the absence of MgCl2,
followed by slow cooling over 15 min at room tempera-
ture in the presence of MgCl2. 5′-32P-labeled cleavable sub-
strate was prepared by phosphorylation with T4 polynu-
cleotide kinase and [� -32P]-ATP. The 5′-32P-labeled sub-
strate (<1 nM final concentration; with an unmodified A at
the cleavage site) was mixed with the ribozyme at 200 nM
final concentration. Aliquots of the reaction were removed
at different time points and quenched with an equal vol-
ume of loading buffer (60 mM EDTA and 95% formamide).
The 5′ cleavage product (P) was separated from uncleaved
substrate (S) by denaturing PAGE (8 M urea, 20% (w/v)),
and was quantified and normalized to the sum of the sub-
strate and product bands using a Typhoon 9410 Variable
Mode Imager (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) with IMAGE-
QUANT software (Molecular Dynamics). Following the fit-
ting approach used to derive docking kinetics, the fraction
cleaved over time was globally fit with a double-exponential

of the form:

y (t) = y0 + A1
(
1 − e−kfast∗t) + A2

(
1 − e−kslow∗t)

where (A1 + A2) is the final extent of cleavage and kfast and
kslow are the apparent fast and slow rate constants, respec-
tively (34,35,37). The fast- and slow-cleaving ribozyme pop-
ulations were previously found to correlate with the distinct
(un)docking propensities observed in the single molecule
data, where in particular slower undocking leads to faster
cleavage and vice versa (34,35).

RESULTS

Topological constraints help explain hairpin ribozyme folding
propensity

To understand the potential contributions of junction topo-
logical constraints to hairpin ribozyme tertiary folding, we
performed TOPRNA (21) simulations of a series of fixed
ribozyme architectures previously characterized by bulk
FRET assays (6). Comprehensive computational sampling
of folded (docked) and various undocked conformations
was achieved using the enhanced sampling algorithm WEx-
plore (31). We measured the root mean square deviation
(RMSD) of sugar sites in loop regions A and B from the
corresponding sites in the crystal structure (3), defining
proximity to the docked conformation (Figure 1b). Docked
states were defined to be those with RMSD <5.5 Å, giving
rise to a probability for docking, Pdock, among all confor-
mations sampled.

Significantly, our simulations revealed large variations in
Pdock across the different junction topologies, implying that
varied topological resistance of juxtaposing loops A and
B can significantly affect hairpin ribozyme folding propen-
sity (Figure 1B and D). The natural HHHH architecture
possessed the highest Pdock (absolute Pdock = 3.9 × 10−3),
consistent with experimental studies indicating that it is the
most favorable for docking (6,15,16,19). To facilitate com-
parison, we therefore consider Pdock of other architectures
relative to that of the HHHH. The HCH and HS6H vari-
ants sample the docked conformation with roughly one-
tenth the probability of the HHHH architecture (orange
and green bars, Figure 1D). By comparison, the HS3H and
HHH architectures have relative Pdock values of 3 × 10−6

and 5 × 10−4, respectively (out of range in Figure 1D), in-
dicating that topological constraints impose a very strong
entropic penalty on docking.

Qualitatively, the HHHH > HCH > HS6H > HHH >
HS3H trend we observe in Pdock matches the experimental
trend (6,19). To provide a more quantitative comparison be-
tween our simulations and experiment, we converted Pdock
to a free energy, ��Gdock, which reflects the entropic cost
posed by topological constraints on adopting the docked
conformation relative to the HHHH topology:

�Gdock = −RT ln
(

Pdock

1 − Pdock

)
;

��Gdock = �Gdock − �Gdock, HHHH

where R is the ideal gas constant and T is 300 K. As
shown in Figure 1E, the TOPRNA derived ��Gdock val-
ues of 4–6 kJ/mol for the HCH and HS6H variants are in
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excellent agreement with experiment (estimated error from
replicate simulations is ��Gdock ≈ 2 kJ/mol). This agree-
ment suggests that much of the difference in docking stabil-
ity between the HHHH, HCH and HS6H variants can be
explained by different topological accessibilities. We note
that this quantitative agreement is consistent with studies
of other RNAs, which have shown that �G values measured
by TOPRNA represent real contributions to the free energy
landscape of RNA tertiary folding (21,23,24).

By contrast, the ��Gdock values measured by TOPRNA
for the HHH and HS3H junctions are significantly greater
than the experimentally observed values (8 versus 19
kJ/mol, and 10 versus 32 kJ/mol, respectively; Figure 1E;
Supplementary Table S2). The high ��Gdock predicted by
TOPRNA reflects the extremely low probability of sam-
pling docked conformations in our simulations, and indi-
cates that these ribozymes can only dock under significant
strain. This is intuitive when one considers that docking re-
quires a parallel positioning of the A and B helices, and
hence the linker connecting the helices must be able to span
across two helices; neither the single helix of the HHH
junction nor the 3-nt bulge of the HS3H junction is long
enough. The experimental observation that the HHH and
HS3H junctions dock with ��Gdock ≈ 10 kJ/mol there-
fore likely reflects base pair melting or some other confor-
mational change of the secondary structure that mediates
docking. In other words, our simulations report on a fixed
secondary structure, whereas real RNAs can adopt a higher
energy secondary structure in order to form otherwise inac-
cessible tertiary interactions. Supporting that such a trade-
off occurs, studies have observed fraying of the junction
base pairs upon docking of the hairpin ribozyme (38,39).
We also note that HS3H ribozymes are inactive, suggesting
that the ��Gdock = 10 kJ/mol measured by FRET may un-
derreport the effect of this junction on docking (40,41). Re-
gardless, we emphasize that our simulations do a good job
of explaining the docking variation among different junc-
tions, and hence argues for an essential role of topological
constraints in hairpin ribozyme folding.

Systematic screen of junction architectures discovers stabiliz-
ing modifications

To better understand how topological constraints affect
hairpin ribozyme docking, and to identify potential novel
stabilizing modifications, we repeated our simulations for an
additional 42 junction variants. We systematically explored
the folding propensity of the 2WJ, 3WJ and 4WJ junction
architectures, introducing changes such as extending the
junction circumference by introducing single-stranded join-
ers, cutting (disconnecting) joiners, and extending helices
(Figure 1D).

For the 4WJ architecture, we observed an interesting de-
pendence of Pdock on junction connectivity. Cutting the
junction (HHCHH) has no effect on Pdock, which indicates
that steric rather connectivity constraints are responsible
for the favorable docking properties of the HHHH topol-
ogy. Notably, the Pdock of the HHCHH variant is also 5-fold
higher than the HCH junction, which has identical connec-
tivity constraints. Thus, steric constraints posed by the two
‘non-functional’ junction helices exclude significant con-

formational space, biasing the junction towards docking.
Modifying the connectivity of the junction via insertion of
single-stranded linkers either penalizes docking (HHHHSn
or HSnHHH) or promotes (HHHSnH) docking, depending
on the location of the insertion. Entropy drives these link-
ers to adopt semi-extended conformations, which in turn bi-
ases the junction towards or away from docking-component
conformations; the location-dependence of this effect high-
lights the anisotropy of the topological constraints on the
junction. We also tested the effect of inserting an addi-
tional helix into the junction (creating a 5WJ; abbreviated
HHHHH). While the extra helix extends the circumference
of the junction, the sterics and rigidity of this helix pose
additional constraints that substantially decrease docking
propensity (Figure 1D). Lastly, we explored the importance
of the 4WJ in juxtaposing the A and B loops in the correct
rotational and translational register for docking by delet-
ing base pairs in the respective helices (Supplementary Fig-
ure S1). Individual deletions have only minor effects on
Pdock, while shortening both helices increases Pdock 2-fold.
Thus, while a HHHH topology biases the junction towards
docking-competent conformations, it is not particularly op-
timized for orienting the A and B loops in the correct regis-
ter. Experimental studies have also observed that the hair-
pin ribozyme is tolerant of shortening the A and B helices
(42).

For the 2WJ architecture, increasing the length of the
bulge linker leads to modest increases in Pdock (Figure 1D),
matching trends observed in cleavage assays (40,41) (Sup-
plementary Table S2). This increase derives partly from a re-
laxation of connectivity constraints, which reduce entropic
strain experienced by the shorter HS6H junction. Bulges
longer than eight nucleotides also have higher Pdock than the
HCH junction (which lacks connectivity constraints), and
hence as observed for HHHSnH topologies, linker entropy
can bias the junction towards docked conformations. We
also tested the hypothesis that docking of the HS3H variant
is mediated by base pair melting at the junction. Strikingly,
melting one base pair in the A helix (H-1S4HS1) results in
a 104-fold increase in Pdock, yielding a docking propensity
comparable to the HS6H junction (Figure 1D). Again high-
lighting the anisotropy of the topological constraints on the
junction, melting a base pair in the B helix does not yield
comparable increases in Pdock. This observation is consis-
tent with the experimentally observed fraying of the A helix,
but not B helix (38,39). For the less constrained HCH and
HS7H junctions, melting a base pair in the A helix results
in modest increases in Pdock, whereas melting in the B helix
disfavors docking. Similar to the 4WJ, changing the register
of the A and B loops via deletion of helix base pairs mod-
estly improves docking (H-1S7H and H-1S7H-1; Supplemen-
tary Figure S1). However, adding base pairs to either the A
or B helices decreases Pdock 50-fold. This deletion/addition
asymmetry arises from the chirality of the helices. Addi-
tional base pairs rotate the A and B loops away from one an-
other, causing the A and B helices to sterically block dock-
ing. By contrast, deleting base pairs effectively rotates the
loops towards each other, alleviating steric constraints.

Lastly, we explored modifications of the 3WJ architecture
with the hope of identifying stabilizing variants. Strikingly,
our simulations predict that inserting a 2-nt single-strand
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adjacent to the B helix (HHS2H) increases Pdock by 1000-
fold, resulting in a docking propensity greater than any 2WJ
and within 50% of the natural HHHH junction (blue, Fig-
ure 1d). Inserting a single-stranded linker adjacent to the
A helix (HS2HH) also significantly increases Pdock, but to
a lesser degree than HHS2H. A similar asymmetry is ob-
served when the junction connectivity is cut (HCHH ver-
sus HHCH). This asymmetry is consistent with the trend
observed in 4WJs, and indicates that steric constraints ex-
erted by the ‘non-functional’ helix play a central role in bi-
asing the junction towards docking-competent conforma-
tions. Increasing the length of the inserted linkers from 2-nt
to 4-nt modestly boosts Pdock relative to the cut junctions,
indicating that longer linkers can promote docking via their
‘entropic spring’ behavior (Figure 1D, Supplementary Table
S2).

Taken together, our simulations indicate that complex
steric and connectivity constraints posed by the hairpin ri-
bozyme junction strongly modulate folding propensity. Im-
portantly, our results help explain prior experimental ob-
servations, while also providing predictive insight into po-
tential new junction topologies. In particular, sterics appear
to be responsible for the favourable docking properties of
the natural HHHH junction, while connectivity constraints
limit docking for other topologies. With the HHS2H design,
we show that these connectivity constraints can be allevi-
ated while still harnessing the volume excluding properties
of additional junction helices, yielding significant increases
in docking propensity.

smFRET validates that the HHS2H modification increases
docking

We next sought to validate the prediction from our sim-
ulations that docking should be stabilized in the HHS2H
variant. Notably, previous attempts to rationally improve
docking of the 3WJ hairpin ribozyme architecture were un-
successful (6), making HHS2H junctions a particularly in-
teresting target for experimental follow-up. Another study
concluded that catalytic turnover of the hairpin ribozyme is
unaffected by a HHS2H modification, contrary to our pre-
diction (18) (Supplementary Table S2). However, this study
relied on a multiple-turnover kinetics assay that convolutes
several molecular steps, including substrate binding and re-
lease, making it impossible to infer docking efficiency or
unimolecular catalytic rates. Therefore, we pursued our own
validation experiments on the HHS2H junction.

We performed smFRET experiments using prism-based
total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy to
dissect the thermodynamics and kinetics of docking for
both the HHS2H with HHH ribozymes. With our fluo-
rophore labeling scheme, we monitored the undocked and
docked conformations as low and high FRET states, re-
spectively (Figure 2A and B) (34,35,43). FRET probability
distributions comprising several hundred molecules under
standard ribozyme conditions (50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 12
mM MgCl2 at room temperature) reveal two populations,
as expected, with a significant stabilization of docked state
from 54% to 74% from HHH to HHS2H (Figure 2C). When
converting these fractions to the free energy of docking, we
find that �Gdock = –0.38 ± 0.17 kJ/mol for the HHH junc-

tion, in good agreement with prior measurements (6,19).
Importantly, for the HHS2H junction, �Gdock = –2.55 ±
0.21 kJ/mol, indicating that the additional linker stabilizes
docking by –2.17 kJ/mol. This value is less than the –
17.3 kJ/mol stabilization predicted by our simulations, but
as discussed above, TOPRNA substantially overestimates
the �Gdock of the HHH junction, and therefore quantita-
tive agreement was not expected. As an alternative com-
parison, our simulations predict that the ��Gdock = 1.5
kJ/mol between the HHS2H and HHHH junctions; com-
bining our measurements with prior experimental data, we
derive ��Gdock = 6.0 kJ/mol between the HHS2H and
HHHH junctions (Figure 1E). Thus, TOPRNA modestly
over-predicts the stability of the HHS2H ribozyme. One
potential explanation is that base-stacking interactions not
considered by TOPRNA stabilize the undocked conforma-
tion of HHS2H junction. Nevertheless, we emphasize that
the -2 kJ/mol stabilization measured here is significant, and
is comparable to the stability differences between ‘good’ and
‘poor’ docking 2WJ and 4WJ variants.

We also examined the docking kinetics of the two junc-
tions. Representative FRET time trajectories of single ri-
bozyme molecules reveal slower switching dynamics be-
tween the two FRET states for the relaxed HHS2H ri-
bozyme (Figure 2D). In both variants, dynamic and static
high-FRET states are observed, with the fraction of static
high-FRET molecules increasing from 29% in the HHH ri-
bozyme to 44% in the HHS2H ribozyme (Figure 2E). A
cumulative dwell time analysis of the dynamic trajectories
found weighted average docking (kdock) and undocking rate
constants (kundock) of 0.53 s−1 and 2.32 s−1, respectively, for
HHH; and 0.15 s−1 and 0.42 s−1, respectively, for HHS2H
(Figure 3) (36). This difference in kinetics indicates that the
two ribozymes have different docking transition states. The
slower undocking rate of the HHS2H variant is consistent
with our prediction that the ribozyme should form stronger
tertiary interactions due to lower junction strain or more
docking-conducive overall architecture. However, it is per-
haps surprising that the HHS2H junction ribozyme also ex-
hibits slower docking kinetics, since our simulations sug-
gest that the HHH junction must undergo some form of
local melting or conformational change in order to dock.
One possibility is that the HHH junction secondary struc-
ture is never fully formed, and hence there is no ‘melting’
barrier to docking. Alternatively, the HHS2H junction may
adopt a particularly stable ‘undocked’ conformation with
a high-energy barrier that slows docking. While interesting,
we note that our data are unable to resolve the cause of these
differences in kinetics.

The HHS2H ribozyme has enhanced catalytic activity

We finally tested whether the stabilized docking of the
HHS2H ribozyme translates into enhanced catalytic func-
tion by performing cleavage assays and quantifying the frac-
tions of substrate (S) and cleaved product (P) over time (Fig-
ure 4). For the HHH variant, the fraction cleaved increased
with significant biphasic kinetics, where the rate constants
of the fast cleaving fraction (A1 = 0.16 ± 0.02) and the
slowly cleaving fraction (A2 = 0.33 ± 0.01) are kfast = 0.71
min−1 and kslow = 0.04 min−1; respectively (34,35,44). For
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Figure 2. Adding a 2-nucleotide loop to a 3WJ stabilizes loop A:loop B docking as monitored by smFRET. (A) Schematic representation of the secondary
structure, sequence and FRET labeling of the HHS2H hairpin ribozyme; the two red U residues are not present in the HHH design. (B) The 3WJ hairpin
ribozyme was immobilized on a quartz slide via a biotin-streptavidin linkage and imaged by TIRF microscopy. (C) FRET histogram analysis revealing two
major FRET states fitted with Gaussian distributions. (D) Representative trajectories of dynamic single HHH and HHS2H hairpin ribozyme molecules.
(E) Heat map of the transition occupancy density plots (TODP) for HHH and HHS2H constructs (35). TODP plots are scaled by the fraction of all the
molecules within a population that exhibit a transition between high- and low-FRET. The population on the diagonal represents the fraction of static
molecules that do not interconvert within the time window of their FRET trajectory.

the HHS2H variant, the data reveal a significant increase
(>20%) in the final product fraction due to a higher frac-
tion of molecules cleaving in the fast phase (A1 = 0.29 ±
0.03, with an unchanged rate constant of kf = 0.71 min−1),
combined with an 8% increase in a slow fraction (A2 = 0.41
± 0.02) cleaving ∼2-fold faster (ks = 0.08 min−1). Thus, the
increased docking stability of the HHS2H junction as pre-
dicted by TOPRNA and observed by smFRET translates
into increased functional activity of the ribozyme.

DISCUSSION

Previous studies have highlighted the importance of topo-
logical constraints encoded by secondary structure in the
folding and dynamics of several RNA systems (20–26).
In our current work, we sought to test the relevance of
topological constraints in the folding of the hairpin ri-
bozyme and, further, to harness these constraints to ra-

tionally improve tertiary folding. We rely on simulations
of the TOPRNA coarse-grained model, which samples the
ensemble of molecular conformations accessible to a fixed
secondary structure (21). Tertiary interactions, inter-helical
stacking, and electrostatics are ignored, and hence the prob-
ability at which a given conformation is sampled reflects the
(primarily entropic) cost posed by topological constraints.
Significantly, simulations of hairpin ribozymes with dif-
ferent junction architectures revealed a strong variation
in the topological accessibility of the docked conforma-
tion, matching previously measured trends in docking sta-
bility (6,16,19). For the HCH and HS6H junction vari-
ants, TOPRNA quantitatively predicts the experimentally
measured difference in docking free energy relative to the
HHHH junction (6). Our simulations also corroborate the
observation that the ribozyme is tolerant of base pair dele-
tions in the A and B helices (42), and provides a physical
explanation for why helix A but not helix B frays in the
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Figure 3. Kinetic analysis of the time spent in the undocked and the docked
states for HHH (top panel) and HHS2H (bottom panel) to derive the
weighted-average rate constants kd(ock) and ku(ndock), respectively (see Ma-
terials and Methods).

2WJ hairpin ribozyme (38,39). Collectively, this agreement
strongly argues that topological constraints imposed by the
central junction are a key contributor to the docking stabil-
ity of the hairpin ribozyme.

A comprehensive screen of alternative architectures re-
vealed the primary mechanisms through which topological
constraints influence the hairpin ribozyme, and enabled us
to identify novel stabilizing modifications. Interestingly, the
most important factor in the superior docking propensity
of the natural HHHH architecture appears to be steric con-
straints imposed by the two additional ‘non-functional’ he-
lices of the central junction. These helices exclude a large
fraction of the ‘undocked’ conformational space, and hence
bias the junction towards docked conformations. Connec-
tivity constraints penalize other architectures, most notably
the 3WJ HHH variant, as the circumference of the junction
is too short to accommodate a parallel arrangement of the
A and B helices. By strategically placing a linker adjacent to
the B helix with the HHS2H modification, these connectiv-
ity constraints can be alleviated while simultaneously tak-
ing advantage of the favorable excluded volume properties
of a third helix, dramatically improving docking propensity.
Our smFRET data validate this TOPRNA-predicted sta-
bilization of docking, and we further show that enhanced
docking translates into increased catalytic activity (Figure
4). Our data thus demonstrate that less favorable junction
architectures, such as that of the 3WJ, can be redesigned
and predictably improved by minimizing the folding penalty
posed by topological constraints.

The predictive power of TOPRNA simulations in under-
standing differences in hairpin ribozyme docking is consis-
tent with prior studies on diverse RNAs, including 2WJs,
tRNA, the Azoarcus ribozyme (21–24). While this predic-
tive power may be surprising given the dramatic simplifica-
tions inherent to the TOPRNA model, we believe it can be
understood in the context of the additive RNA free energy
landscape. Topological constraints posed by the secondary
structure specify a basal entropic component of the free en-
ergy landscape, which is then layered by the typically dom-

Figure 4. Increased docking of the predicted design leads to enhanced ri-
bozyme cleavage. (A) Gel electrophoretic analysis of the fraction of intact
substrate (S) and cleaved product (P) as a function of time (0−180 min)
for the HHS2H design. (B) Gel electrophoretic analysis of the fraction of
intact substrate (S) and cleaved product (P) as a function of time (0−180
min) for the unmodified HHH design. (C) Fraction of cleaved product,
fcleaved, as a function of time. The HHS2H ribozyme (kfast = 0.71 min−1,
Afast = 29%; kslow = 0.078 min−1, Aslow = 41%) generates significantly
more product than the HHH ribozyme (kfast = 0.71 min−1, Afast = 16%;
kslow = 0.056 min−1, Aslow = 33%) under otherwise identical conditions.
Error bars were calculated from at least two independent assays.

inant contributions of electrostatics, base-stacking and ter-
tiary hydrogen-bonding interactions (21). However, when
comparing two different architectures of the hairpin ri-
bozyme, the electrostatics and tertiary interactions compo-
nents of the free energy will be comparable. Thus, on bal-
ance, the difference between two architectures will reduce to
the difference in topological accessibility of the docked con-
formation. This argument is convenient, but is obviously
limited. Notably, TOPRNA significantly over-predicts the
docking penalties of the HS3H and HHH junctions, which
likely fold through pathways involving secondary structure
changes that violate the assumptions of our model. Fold-
ing of any RNA is dominated by enthalpic terms such as
tertiary interactions and electrostatics (45–47), and under-
standing folding and stability requires a consideration of
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these components. In short, TOPRNA is a complementary
tool, not a substitute, for understanding the complexities of
RNA folding.

In designing a stably folding RNA, it is widely recognized
that optimizing tertiary interactions and electrostatics is es-
sential (48). The role of junctions, and by implicit extension
topological constraints, has also long been appreciated, and
is commonly taken into account during de novo design by
selecting junction architectures observed in natural RNAs
(49,50). However, physics-based tools for rationally design-
ing new junctions have been lacking. Our study suggests
that TOPRNA may be a broadly useful tool for such pur-
poses. The simplifying assumptions of the TOPRNA model
yield a dramatic improvement in conformational sampling
over traditional simulation methods, rendering TOPRNA
ideal for rapid RNA mutational screening. While we used
WExplore to achieve comprehensive sampling, simulations
using straightforward temperature replica exchange meth-
ods gave actionable answers in 2–3 days (∼500 cpu hours
per junction; unpublished data). TOPRNA is freely avail-
able and is packaged with the TOPRNAcreate utility, which
makes it easy to rapidly build models of alternative junc-
tion topologies. Due to its impact on folding and functional
activity, junction conformational flexibility should become
a vital consideration when interpreting the effect of junc-
tion topology on folding propensity, with important impli-
cations for applications such as designing RNAs with novel
properties or as building blocks for RNA nanostructures.
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